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TAXES

Judge Skeptical of Hunter Biden’s E�ort to Dismiss Tax Case
as Politically Charged

Lawyers for President Biden's son asked a federal judge in Los Angeles on March 27 to throw
out nine tax-related charges.
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TAXES

IRS Again Extends Income Tax Deadline For Hawaii Wild�re
Victims

The agency further postponed until Aug. 7 various �ling and payment deadlines for those affected
by the Aug. 8, 2023, wild�res.
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ACCOUNTING

Don Scholl, a Well-Liked and Respected Consultant to the
CPA Profession, Has Died

Scholl, who retired about 15 years ago after serving as president of his own consulting �rm for four
decades, passed away March 27.

ACCOUNTING

U.S. Economy Sees Strong Growth

The government’s two main measures of U.S. economic activity posted strong advances at the end
of last year, pointing to an economy that’s still expanding at a healthy clip.
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ACCOUNTING

Sam Bankman-Fried Gets 25-Year Prison Sentence

The 32-year-old from Palo Alto, Calif., was found guilty of wire fraud, money laundering
conspiracy, and related counts in November following a month-long trial.

ACCOUNTING

Sweet 16 Matches Begin in Accountant Bracket Challenge
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Only two of the four No. 1 seeds remain in the ABC Tournament as voting for the eight matches in
the third round starts on March 28.

FIRM MANAGEMENT

EisnerAmper to Combine With Tidwell Group This Spring

The deal between top 20 �rm EisnerAmper and top 200 �rm Tidwell Group is expected to close in
May.
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TAXES

Dividing a 401(k) in Divorce
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